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Digital Signal Processing Block

Modes of Operation

The adder, subtractor, and accumulate functions of a DSP block have four 
modes of operation:

■ Simple multiplier
■ Multiply-accumulator
■ Two-multipliers adder
■ Four-multipliers adder

Table 2–6 shows the different number of multipliers possible in each DSP 
block mode according to size. These modes allow the DSP blocks to 
implement numerous applications for DSP including FFTs, complex FIR, 
FIR, and 2D FIR filters, equalizers, IIR, correlators, matrix multiplication 
and many other functions. The DSP blocks also support mixed modes 
and mixed multiplier sizes in the same block. For example, half of one 
DSP block can implement one 18 × 18-bit multiplier in multiply-
accumulator mode, while the other half of the DSP block implements four 
9 × 9-bit multipliers in simple multiplier mode.

DSP Block Interface

Stratix II device DSP block input registers can generate a shift register that 
can cascade down in the same DSP block column. Dedicated connections 
between DSP blocks provide fast connections between the shift register 
inputs to cascade the shift register chains. You can cascade registers 
within multiple DSP blocks for 9 × 9- or 18 × 18-bit FIR filters larger than 
four taps, with additional adder stages implemented in ALMs. If the DSP 
block is configured as 36 × 36 bits, the adder, subtractor, or accumulator 
stages are implemented in ALMs. Each DSP block can route the shift 
register chain out of the block to cascade multiple columns of DSP blocks.

Table 2–6. Multiplier Size & Configurations per DSP Block

DSP Block Mode 9 × 9 18 × 18 36 × 36

Multiplier Eight multipliers with 
eight product outputs

Four multipliers with four 
product outputs

One multiplier with one 
product output

Multiply-accumulator - Two 52-bit multiply-
accumulate blocks

 -

Two-multipliers adder Four two-multiplier adder 
(two 9 × 9 complex 
multiply)

Two two-multiplier adder 
(one 18 × 18 complex 
multiply)

 -

Four-multipliers adder Two four-multiplier adder One four-multiplier adder -
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The DSP block is divided into four block units that interface with four 
LAB rows on the left and right. Each block unit can be considered one 
complete 18 × 18-bit multiplier with 36 inputs and 36 outputs. A local 
interconnect region is associated with each DSP block. Like an LAB, this 
interconnect region can be fed with 16 direct link interconnects from the 
LAB to the left or right of the DSP block in the same row. R4 and C4 
routing resources can access the DSP block's local interconnect region. 
The outputs also work similarly to LAB outputs as well. Eighteen outputs 
from the DSP block can drive to the left LAB through direct link 
interconnects and eighteen can drive to the right LAB though direct link 
interconnects. All 36 outputs can drive to R4 and C4 routing 
interconnects. Outputs can drive right- or left-column routing. 
Figures 2–29 and 2–30 show the DSP block interfaces to LAB rows. 

Figure 2–29. DSP Block Interconnect Interface
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Fast PLLs

Stratix II devices contain up to eight fast PLLs with high-speed serial 
interfacing ability. Figure 2–45 shows a diagram of the fast PLL.

Figure 2–45. Stratix II Device Fast PLL Notes (1), (2), (3)

Notes to Figure 2–45:
(1) The global or regional clock input can be driven by an output from another PLL, a pin-driven dedicated global or 

regional clock, or through a clock control block, provided the clock control block is fed by an output from another 
PLL or a pin-driven dedicated global or regional clock. An internally generated global signal cannot drive the PLL.

(2) In high-speed differential I/O support mode, this high-speed PLL clock feeds the SERDES circuitry. Stratix II 
devices only support one rate of data transfer per fast PLL in high-speed differential I/O support mode.

(3) This signal is a differential I/O SERDES control signal.
(4) Stratix II fast PLLs only support manual clock switchover.
(5) If the design enables this ÷2 counter, then the device can use a VCO frequency range of 150 to 520 MHz.

f See the PLLs in Stratix II & Stratix II GX Devices chapter in volume 2 of 
the Stratix II Device Handbook or the Stratix II GX Device Handbook for 
more information on enhanced and fast PLLs. See “High-Speed 
Differential I/O with DPA Support” on page 2–96 for more information 
on high-speed differential I/O support.

I/O Structure The Stratix II IOEs provide many features, including:

■ Dedicated differential and single-ended I/O buffers
■ 3.3-V, 64-bit, 66-MHz PCI compliance
■ 3.3-V, 64-bit, 133-MHz PCI-X 1.0 compliance
■ Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) boundary-scan test (BST) support
■ On-chip driver series termination
■ On-chip parallel termination
■ On-chip termination for differential standards
■ Programmable pull-up during configuration
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I/O Structure




